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PREDICTION OF SECOND-YEAR AND THIRD-YEAR GRADE-
POINT.AVERAGES AT THE U. S. NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
Abstra.ct
Further validation of the 20 aptitude and achievement tests given in
1948 and of the 12 tests given to the group entering the Postgraduate School
in 1949 has been carried out. The 1948 test scores have been related to
quality-point ratios for the entire second year and for the first two terms
of the third year, both by bar charts depicting the per cent of students in
each third of the score range on each test Who achieved a 2.0 quality-point
ratio or a.bove, and also by means of product-moment coefficients of correla-
tion. For the 1948 tests, mean test scores of drop-outs from the School were
also compared with mea.n scores for those continuing in Postgraduate work.
Similarly bar charta:were prepared and product-moment coefficients of corre-
lation were computed for the 1949 tests.
While the phenomenon of shrinkage in test validit1es from first to
second year previously observed. with the 1948 tests also was found with the
1949 tests, the shrinkage was not as great. Also, the validities of 1948
tests against third-year grade-point ratios tended to be somewhat higher
than those for the second year.
It was concluded on the basis of the findings that tests of advanced
mathematios, mathematics aptitude, physics, and engineering are effective
for predicting success at the Postgraduate School as judged by all three
of the techniques em.ployed tor assessing the tests.
PREDICTION OF SECOND-YEAR AND THIRD-YEAR GRADE-
POINT AVERAGES AT THE U. S. NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
Ihtrodudtion
In July 1948, as a first step in a research program which the Educa-
tional Testing Service was undertaking under Navy sponsorship for the purpose
of developing measures to be used as part of the means of selecting students
for the U. S. Naval Postgraduate School, a battery of 20 aptitude and achieve-
ment tests was administered to the officers of the incoming class at the
School. Because this was a first attempt at determining what tests would be
effective in the Postgraduate School situation, this battery included not
only measures of mathematical ability, ph;rsics, reading comprehension, and
engineering, but also measures of ability in a number of other areas includ-
ing spatial visualization, verbal reasoning, nonverbal reasoning, and word
fluency. The reports to the Superintendent of the Postgraduate School dated
April 1949 and November 1949 have presented evidence of the effectiveness of
these tests for predicting first-year grades at the Postgraduate School. The
O.N.R. Technical Report of July 1950 indicated the extent to which the 1948
tests predicted grade-point averages for the first two terms of the second
year of academic work at the School.
In July of 1949, a second experimental battery consisting of 7 tests
was given to the incoming class at the Postgraduate School. Certain of these
tests were revised forms of tests given in 1948, while others were new meas-
ures which had been developed with the hope that they might add to the effec-
tiveness of the prediction of grades at the Postgraduate School. For each
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of the officers entering in 1949, there were also available 5 scores derived
from the Postgraduate School Aptitude Test WNPF which had been given in the
fall of 1948 to all of the applicants for admission to the School. Hence
scores on 12 different tests were available for the members of the 1949 enter-
ing class. The effectiveness of these measures for predicting success at the
Postgraduate School for the first two terms of the first year of acad.emic work
was reported to the Superintendent in a bulletin dated May 1950.
This report presents further results obtained when the tests given in
1948 and 1949 were judged against the criteria of third-year and second-year
grade-point averages, respectively. The techniques used in previous reports
for evaluating the effectiveness of a test for predicting the academic cri-
terion of quality point ratio were also used here: first, bar charts have
been made depicting for each of several score ranges on the test what per
cent of students achieved quality point ratios of 2.0 or higher; and second,
the product-moment coefficient of correlation between scores on the test and
the quality point ratios have been computed. In addition, a third means of
evaluating the tests is used in this report. The average score on the test
for those officers dropped from the School because of academic deficiency
has been compared with the average scores of those of:f'1cers who have con-
tinued on With their academic work at the Postgraduate School successfully,
and biserial coefficients of correlation have been obtained against the
dichotomous criterion of continuation vs. drop-out.
For convenience, brief descriptions of the 1948 and 1949 tests given
in the reports previously mentioned will be repeated here.
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Descriptions of the 1948 Tests
l. Engineeri~ Achievement Test in Mathematics, Form B. This test con-
sisted of 60 questions in algebra, plane analytic geometry, trigonometry,
differential calculus, and integral calculus. The time limit was two hours.
2. Ph.ysics Test, Form SA. This Was a College Entrance Examination Board
Achievement Test in Physics. It contained 60 questions on topics covered in
the usual high -schoo.l course in physics. The time limit was 60 minutes.
,. Advanced Test in Engineering (Form A) of the Graduate Record Examina-
tion. This was a specialized test in engineering designed to be given to
seniors in colleges of engineering or to first-year graduate students. There
were 140 questions. The time limit was 105 minutes.
4. Verbal Ant0IlY!:s, Subtest One of the College Entrance Examination Board
Scholastic Aptitude Test, Form TA. The questions in this test required the
student to indicate "(rlhich two out of a group of four "(yords were most nearly
opposite in meaning. There were 80 questions. The time limit was 25 minutes.
5. Reading Comprehension, Form WNPA. This Was a test especially prepared
for use at USNPGS. The test consisted of six passages of scientific reading
material each of which was followed by a set of. questions to be answered on
the basis of what was stated or implied in the passage. There were 30 ques-
tions in all, and the time limit was 30 minutes.
6. Mathematics Test, Subtest 4 of the College Entrance Examination Board
Scholastic Aptitude Test Form WSA2 (Program 1). This was a mathematical
aptitude test designed to minimize the effects on the score of length and
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recency of formal training in mathematics. - The test contained 35 questions,
and the time limit was 30 minutes.
7. Mathematios Test, Subtest 6 of the College Entrance Examination Board
Intermediate Mathematics Test, Form W:£M3. This was a high-sohool level test
in mathematios, and contained 25 questions in arithmetic, plane geometry,
and high-school algebra. The time limit was 30 minutes.
80 Multiple, Variates, VDPH Book 2, Section II. This was a quantitative
aptitude test consisting of 25 items in which the student was called upon to
state far each of many small tables what algebraio relationship existed be-
tween the columns of numbers in these tables. The time limit was 25 minutes.
9. Picture Equations, 'VDPH Book 4, Section III. This was another quanti-
tative aptitude test, consisting of items involving equations mostly pre-
sented in pictorial farm. The student was given a table of the relations
among the pictured elements and was called upon to indicate what quantity
was needed for addition to one side of the equation so that it would balance.
There were 20 problems and the time limit was 20 minutes.
10. Spatial Relations: Intersections, College Entrance Examination Board
VACl, Part I. Each item in this test showed a draWing of a solid figUre cut
by a plane. The student was called upon to seleot from five figures pre-
sented him the one which correctly represented the shape on the cutting plane
of the intersection between the solid figure and this plane. There were 60
items. The time limit was 30 minutes.
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11. Spatial Relations: Identical Blocks, College Entrance Examination
Board.VAC1, Part IIo Each item in this test showed a solid block of some
particUlar shape, to the right of which there were five other blocks. The
student was asked to identify which one of these five was the same as the
problem block, but seen from a different point of view. There were 30 items,
and the time limit was 30 minutes.
12. Mechanical Movements, WNPA. The questions in this test were based
upon num.erous line draWings of mechanical devices involving cams, gears,
pulleys, levers, and the like, and reqUired the student to specify the direc-
tion, distance, or speed of motion of same part, or some function of these.
There were 30 items, and the time limit was 30 minutes a
13. Figure C1assificatio~, WNPA. This was a nonverbal reasoning test.
In each item there were presented two groups of figures, labelled A and B,
followed by five numbered single figures. The problem was to decide what
characteristic all A figures had which no B figure had, and then to deter-
mine Which one of the five numbered figures possessed this characteristic.
There were 25 items, and the time limit was 20 minutes.
140 Figu;re Matrices, VDPH Book 3, Section IV0 This was another non-
verbal reasoning test. Each item conef.st.ed of a square divided into nine
smaller squares. A geometric figure "{"as presented in the square in the
upper-left corner, and this figure changed in a systematic and logical
fashion in the squares to the right and downward. The problem was to de-
termine what kind of figure should consequently appear in the lower-right
corner, which was always left not filled in. There were 20 items, and the
time limit was 20 minutes.
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15. Syllogisms, VDPH Book 3, Section V. This was a test of verbal reason-
ing ability, in which each item presented several possible conclusions from
which the one was to be selected which followed most logically from the stated
premises. There were 20 items. The time limit was 15 minutes.
16. Gottschaldt Fi~es, VDPH Book 3, Section III. This was a test of
perception and visualization in which the student was called upon to state
which one ,of five simple figures was contained in a complex figure, all
figures being straight-line geometrical ones. There were 15 items, and the
time limit was 15 minutes.
17. Productivity of Ideas, VDPH Book 5, Section I, Part 2. The student
was presented with a large number of lines each containing the statement,
"It takes more than to make a/an "He ·was told to fill these in
as quickly as possible. The score was the number of statements completely
filled in. The time limit was 7 minutes.
18. Related Words, WNPA. In this test the student was asked to think of
a third word which was related in one way or another to each of two given
words. The first letter of the correct word was given, and the student
wrote out the rest of the word. There were 90 items, and the time limit
was 15 minutes.
19. Topics, WNPA. This was a test which sought to measure how many
ideas a student might think of concerning a particular topic, such ~s, "a
train journey." Each idea was to be listed separately, and the score was
the number of ideas written down. The time limit was 5 minutes.
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20. Consequences, WNPA. In this test six statements were presented, each
beginning, "What would happen if ••••• " The student was asked to write down
in a brief, concise way what would happen as a consequence of the condition
specified, using a separate short sentence for each idea. Each situation
was given a time of 5 minutes, and the over-all time limit was 30 minutes.
Five scores were derived from the answers: (1) Number of statements; (2)
Number of these statements which were generalizations; (3) Number of these
statements which were specific facts or concrete details; (4) Number of
generalizations required to subsume all responses; and (5) Length of the
longest run of consecutive, logically connected ideas.
Descriptions of the 1949 Tests
Tests Given in July 1949. Seyen tests were administered in July 1949.
These were as follows:
1. Physics XNPAl. This test consisted of 80 mUltiple-choice questions
and problems in first-year college physics. (Since a separate test in
mechanics was being given, this p~sics test did not contain items on
mechanics. ) The time lindt was one hour.
2. Experimental Science XNPAf. In this test sevt::n simple experiments
were described in some detail. Each description was followed by a set of
ten statements pertaining to the experiment. A statement was to be classi-
fied under that one of the following categories which best described it:
A. Agrees with the results of the experiment
B. Contradicts the results of the experiment
C. Not relevant to the experiment
D.. Justly criticizes the experiment
E. Unjustly criticizes the experiment
There were 70 statements to be so classified. The time limit was one hour.
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3. Mechanics XNPA3. This test contained 74 multiple-choice questions
and problems in mechanics. The time limit was one hour.
4. Reading XNPA4. This was a speed of reading test introduced to supple-
ment the reading comprehension measure also used on the same candidates. There
were four seven-minute passages. Questions were interspersed in the passages
read; the score was the number of these questions that were answered correctly.
5. Advanced Mathematics XNPA5. This test consisted of 60 multiple-choice
items in college algebra, trigonometry, analytic geometry, differential cal-
culus, and integral calculus. The time limit was two hours.
6. Interpretation of Data XNPA6. Items in this test required the test-
taker to analyze data presented in the form of charts, tables, and graphs.
There were 38 multiple-choice items in the test. The time limit was 70
minutes.
7. En~ineeringXNPA7. This test consisted of 62 multiple-?hoice items
on engineering. The time limit was one hour.
Subtests of the Naval Postgraduate School Aptitude Test, Form WN:PF. In
the fall of 1948 arrangements were made through the Postgraduate School for
the Bureau of Naval Personnel to send out an experimental test to each officer
applying for admission to the Postgraduate School in the group to begin at
the School in the summer of 1949. This Aptitude Test consisted of five parts,
described below.
8. WNW Part 1, Reading Comprehension. This test consisted of six pas-
sages of scientific reading material each of which Was followed by a set of
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five questions to be answered on the basis of what was stated or implied in
the passage. There were thus 30 questions in all in this part of the test.
9. WNPF Part 2, Mathematics Aptitude. This was a mathematical aptitude
test consisting of 30 items chosen so as to minimize the effects on the score
of length and recency of formal training in mathematics.
ao, WNPF Part 3, Verbal Anto!1Y!J.S. This part oontained 30 verbal antonyms
items similar to those used in the verbal seotion of the College Board Scho-
lastic Aptitude Test.
11. WNPF Part 4, Spatial Intersections. Each item in this test showed a
drawing of a solid figure cut by a plane. The student was cal.led upon to
select from five figures presented him the one which correctly represented
the shape on the cutting pl.ane of the intersection between the sol.id figure
and this plane. There were 50 items in the part.
12. WNPF Part 5, Elementary Physics. The items' in this part were on topics
covered in the usual high-school course in physics. There were 30 items in
the part.
The Postgraduate School Aptitude Test WNPF was administered with one
over-all time limit of three hours.
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Results of the Analyses
As was mentioned earlier, three techniques were employed for judging
the effectiveness of a test. In the first technique, the range of soores
for each test was broken into three parts, and the per cent of the group
having scores in each of these thirds who had quality-point ratios of 2.0
or above was calculated. The resulting three percentages were used in pre-
paring bar charts. These charts are Figures 1-12 for the 1949 tests and
13-36 for the 19).j.8 tests. In the second tecJ:mique, there was computed for
each test the product-moment coefficient of correlation between scores on
the test and the quality-point ratios for either the second or the third
year. These coefficients are given both below the captions of the bar
charts, and in Tables 1 and 2 at the end of the report. These tables also
include the validity coefficients obtained against earlier grade-point
averages. In the third teclmique, the mean scores on each of the tests for
the persons who dropped out of the School were computed and compared with
the mean scores for those persons who have continued on with Postgraduate
work. Biserial coefficients of correlation have been obtained against the
continue-dropout criterion. This teclmique could be applied only to the 1948
errser-Lng group, since 80 few individuals had dropped out of the 19).j.9 group
by the date of this report that the procedure was not suitable.
In the bar charts a highly discriminating test is one Which shows a
large percentage of quality-point ratios of 2.0 or above for persons having
scores in the top third of the range on the test, and a progressively smaller
percentage of quality-point ratios of 2.0 or above for persons having scores
in each successively lower part of the range of scores on the test.
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As judged by this yardstick, of the tests given in 1949 none had hi~h
validity for predicting the QPR's for the first two terms of the second year
of academic work for those officers entering in 1949. The following test
was found to have €iood validity:
Mechanics XNPA3
The following 1949 tests were found to have fair validity for predict-






Judging by the same yardstick, none of the tests given in July 1948
had high discriminating ability for predicting third-year grades. However,
the following tests were found to have good discriminating ability:
Engineering Achievement Test in Mathematics
Mathematics Test from CEEB Scholastic Aptitude Test
Mathematics Test from CEEB Intermediate Test
Mechanical Movements
Three other tests were found to have~ discriminating ability:
Physics SA
GoR.Eo Advanced Test in Engineering
Reading Comprehension
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In the right-hand columns of Tables 1 and 2 at the end bf the report
are presented the coefficients of correlation between scores on these tests
and the criterion of quality-point ratio for the entfre second yea:r: in the
case of the 1949 tests and for the first two terms of the third year in the
case of the 1948 tests. Substantial agreement can be seen to exist between
the results of evaluating the tests by means of the bar charts and by means
of these coefficients of correlatibn. (For comparative purposes, correla-
tions with grades for earlier years have been included in the tables.)
The results obtained when mean test scores of drop-outs are compared
with mean test scores for those continuing on Which their Postgraduate work
are presented in Ta.ble 3. These results are in essential agreement with the
results obtained by the two previous methods of evaluating the 1948 tests,
with five of the seven tests having the highest validity coefficients against
third....year grades (see Table 2) being found also to have high validity
against the drop-out criterion. However, the scores on the Reading Compre-
hension and Mechanical Movements Tests are seen not to predict the continua-
tion-in-school criterion as well as they predict the quality-point ratios.
Combinations of Tests
The method for selecting predictive variables and approximating regres-
sion weights developed by Horst was used for determining what combination of
the 1949 tests would best predict the quality-point ratio criterion for the
second year. Because of the relatively small number of persons (43) for whom.
the third-year results were obtained, it did not seem wise to apply the
multiple correlation teclmique to the third-year data.
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The best-weighted combination would consist of Advanced Mathematics,
Reading Comprehension, and Engineering, with weights to be applied to raw
scores to be approximately 3, 2, and 1, respectively. The estimated multiple
correlation is .46.
Comparison with Previous .Results
In the 0l'ilR Technical Report dated July 1950 were presented data showing
how scores on the 1948 tests related to academic success in the first two
terms of the second yea:r at the School. Table 2 provides the figures for the
entire second year for this 1948 group, as well as data for the group who
completed the first two terms of the third year at the Sch.ool. Tables 1 and
2 together summarize the test validities obtained to date for the two batteries
given to groups who by the time of this report have been in attendance at the
School for~~ one year.
In. general tests having high effectiveness as judged by the criterion
of first -year grade-point average continue to be effective when judged against
averages for the second or third year of academic work at the School. For
both the 1948 and 1949 series of tests, validities for the second year were
appreciably lower than for the first year, though this difference is smaller
for the 1949 tests than for the 1948 ones. (This may reflect the greater
appropriateness of the 1949 tests for the Postgraduate Scbool group.)
It is noteworthy that the shrinkage of validity coefficients from first
to second year for the 1948 tests did not continue into the third year.
Indeed, the validities of the tests for predicting third-year grade-point
ratios tend to be somewhat higher than those for the second year.
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Conclusions
Further validation of the tests given in 1948 and 1949 leads to the
c-onclusion that tests of advanced mathematics, mathematics aptitude, physics,
and engineering are effective for predicting success at the Postgraduate
School whether judged (1) by bar charts showing per cent of students in each
of several score ranges who achieve higher than a 2.0 quality-point ratio,
(2) by product-moment coefficients of correlation against quality-point
ratios, or (3) 'by comparison of mean test scores of drop-outs with mean
Bcores for those who continue on at the Postgraduate School.
Tests found effective for predicting success in the first year generally
continue to be effective for second and third years, and for predicting the
oontinuation-in-school criterion. However, exceptions to this are the
Reading Comprehension and Mechanical Movements Tests, which do not corre-
late significantly with persistence in school.
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PHYSICS XNPAl
58- 73 1 6~1 n = 27
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42-571 80% I n = 54
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Figure 1. Per cent of students in each of three score ranges on the Physics
Test XNPAI with Quality-Point Ratios above 2 00.
















Figure 2. Per cent of students in each of three score ranges on the Experi-
mental Science Test XNPA2 with Quality-Point Ratios above 2.0.
N = 102 Mean Test Score = 4802 SoD. = 5.9 Test-Q.P.Ro Correlation = .15
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Figure 3. Per cent of students in each of three score ranges on the Mechanics
Test XNPA3 with Quality-Point Ratios above 2.0.







Figure ~.. Per cent of students in each of three score ranges on the Reading
Speed Test XNPA~. with Quality-~oint Ratios above 2.0.
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8ail24-3·5 n == 60
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10-23 6% I n = 35
Q 25 50 75 100
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Figure 5. Per cent of' students in each of' three score ranges on the Advanced
Mathematics Test XNPA5 with Quality-Point Ratios above 2.0.
N == 102 Mean Test Score == 25.8 S.D. == 6.9 . Test-Q.P.R. Correlation == .44
INTERPRETATION OF
DATA XNPA6
Figure 6. Per cent of students in each of' three score ranges on the Interpreta-
tion of' Data Test XNPA6 with Quality-Point Ratios above 2.0.
N == 102 Mean Test Score = 22.7 S.D. == 5.1 Test-Q.P.R. Correlation == .17
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ENGINEERING XNPA7
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Figure 7. Per cent of students in each of three score ranges on the Engineer-
ing Test XNPA7 with Quality-Point Ratios above 2.0.















Figure 80 Per cent of students in each of three score ranges on the Reading
Comprehension Test WNPF with Quality-Point Ratios above 2.0.










88% n = 24
Figure 9. Per cent of students in each of three score ranges on the Mathe-
matiGs Aptitude Test WNPF with Quality-Point'Ratio~above 2.0.
N = 102 Mean Test Score = 19.4 S.D. = 4.1 Test-Q.P.R. Correlation = .24
VERBAL ANTONYMS
WNPF
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Figure 10. Per cent of students in each of three score ranges on the Verbal
Antonyms Test WNPF with Quality-Point Ratios above 2.0.



















Figure 11. Per cent of students in each of three score ranges on the Spatial
Intersections Test WNPF with Qua1ity~PointRatios above 2.0.















Figure 12. Per cent of students in each of three score ranges on the Physics
Test WNPF with Quality-Point Ratios above 2.0.
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Figure 13. Per cent of third-year students in each of three score ranges on the
Engineering Achievement Test in Mathematics with Qua.lity-Point Ratios above 2.0.






















Figure 14. Per cent of third-year students in each of three score ranges on the
Physics Test, Form SA, with Quality-Point Ratios above 2.0.
N:=; 43 Mean Test Score == 33.3 S.D. = 8.1 Test-Q.P.R. Correlation:::;: .36
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G.R .E • ADVANCED TEST IN
ENGINEERING (FORM A)




Figure 15. Per cent of third-year students in each of three score ranges on
the G.R.E. Advanced Test in Engineering (Form A) with Quality-Point Ratios
above 2.0.
N =43 Mean Test Score = 37.4 S.D. = 14.7 Test-Q.P.R. Correlation = .38
VERBAL ANTONYMS
FORM TA
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Figure 16. Per cent of third-year students in each of three score ranges on
the Verbal Antonyms Test, Form TA, with Quality-Point Ratios above 2.0.





















Figure 17. Per cent of third--year students in each of three score ranges on
the Reading Comprehension Test, Form WNPA, with Quality-Point Ratios above 2.0.
























Figure 18. Per cent of third-year students in each of three score ranges on
the Mathematics Test, WBA2 Subtest 1+ , with Qua.lity-Point Ratios above 2.0.
N::;: 43 Mean Test Score::;:: 27.3 S.D. = 4.9 Test-Q, •.P.R. Correla.tion = .41
Figure 19. Per cent of third-year students in each of three score ranges on
the Mathematics Test, WIM3, Subtest 6, with Qua~ity-PointRatios above 2.0.
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Figure 20. Per cent of third-year students in each of three score ranges on
the Multiple Variates Test, VDPB2, II, with Quality-Point Ratios above 2.0.
N = 43 Mean Test Score = 9.0 S.D. = 5.9 Test-Q.P.R. Correlation = .26
Figure 21. Per cent of third-year students in each of three score ranges on
the Picture Equations Test,_ VDPR4, III, with Quality.Point Ratios above 2.0.
















Figure 22. Per cent of third"year students in each of three score ranges on
the Spatial Re1ations~ Intersections Test, with Qua1ity·Point Ratios above 2.0.
N = 4; Mean Test Score = 44.8 S.D. = 9.5 Test-Q.P.R. Correlation = ,.17
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SPATIAL RELATIONS:
IDENTICAL BLOCKS, VACl, 10
22-30 I 75% I n == 16
Test
I I14-21 72% n == 18Score
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Figure 23. Per cent of third-year students in each of three score ranges on
the Spatial Relations: Identical Blocks Test, with Quality-Point Ratios above 2.0.




















Figure 24. Per cent of th.ird-year students in each of three score zanges on
the Mechanical Movements Test, WN.PA, with Quality-Point Ratios above 2.0.
















Figure 25. Per cent of third-year students in each of three score ranges on
the Figure Classification Test , WNPA, with Quality-Point Ratios above 2.0.















Figure 26. Per cent of third-year students in each of three score ranges on
the Figure Matrices Test, VDPH3, IV, with Quality-Point Ratios above 2.0.
















Figure 27 ..Per cent of third-year students in each of three score ranges on
the Syllogisms Test, VDPH3, V, with Quality-Point Ratios above 2 o 0.








Figure 28. Per cent of third-year students in each of three score ranges on
the Gottschaldt Figures Test, VDPH3, III, with Quality-Point Ratios above 2.0.

















Figure 29. Per cent of' third-year students in each of three score ranges on
the Productivity of' Ideas Test, VDPH5, II, With Quality-Point Ratios above 2.0.


















Figure 30. Per cent of third-year students in each of' three score ranges on
the Related Words Test, WNPA, with Quality-Point Ratios above 2.0.



















Figure 33. Per cent of thiro.-year students in each of three score ranges on
the Consequenc~s Test, Score 2, with Quality-Point Ratios above 2.0.














Figure 34. Per cent of third-year students in each of three score ranges on
the Consequences Test, Boor-e. 3, with Quality-Point Ratios above 2.0.

















Figure ;5. Per cent of third-year students in each of three score ranges on
the Consequences Test, Score 4, with Quality-Point Ratios above 2.0.













Figure 36. Per cent of third-year students in each of three score ranges on
the Consequences Test, Score 5, with Quality-Point Ratios above 2.0.
N = 4; Mean Test Score == 10.4 S.D. = 2.0 Test-Q.P.R. Correlation = -.11
TABLE 1
Comparison of First- and Second-Year Validities
for Tests Given in 1949
Test
1. Physics XNPAl
2. Experimental Science XNPA2
3. Mechanics XNPA3
4. Reading Speed XNPA4
5. Advanoed Mathematios XNPA5
6. Interpretation of Data XNPA6
7. Engineering XNPA7
8. Reading Comprehension WNPFl
9. Mathematios Aptitude WNPF2
10. Verbal Antonyms WNPF3
11. Spatial Intersections WNPF4
12. Physios WNP.F5
Correlation Correlation
with First- with Second-
Year Grades Year Grades













*A validity coefficient as great as this would occur by chance less
than once in a hundred times when the true correlation was zero, for the N
indicated at the head of the oolumn.
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TABLE 2
Comparison of First-, Second-, and Third-Year
Validities for Tests Given in 1948
Correlation Correlation Correlation
with First- with Second- with Third...
Test Year Grades Year Grades Year Grades
(ent ire year') (entire year.) (1st two terms)
N = 145 N = 112 N = 43
1- Engineering Achievement Test .76* .33* .42*in Mathematics
2. Physics Test, Form SA .60* .31* .36
3· G.R.E. Advanced Test in .52* .38* .38Engineering (Form A)
4. Verbal Antonyms, Form TA .;2* .13 .15
5. Reading Comprehension, Form WNPA .44* .19 .;1
6. Math~matics Test, WSA2, Subtest 4 .65* .38* .41*
7. Mathematics Test, WIMB, Subtest 6 .66* .29* .44*
8. Multiple Variates, VDPB2, II .;4* .ll .26
9. Picture Equations, VDPH4, III .;2* .10 -.09
10. Spatial Relations: Intersections, .25* .09 .17VAC1, 10
11. Spatial Relations: Identical .26* .04 .11Blocks, VAC1, 10
12. Mechanical Movements, WNPA .34* .24* .44*
13. Figure Classification, WNPA .30* .06 .20
14. Figure Matrices, VDPlI3, IV .21* .09 .43*
15· Syllogisms, VDPH3', V .29* .05 .28
16. Gottschaldt.Figures, VDPH3, III .07 -.0; -.03
17. Productivity of Ideas, VDPH5, I .16 .11 -.15
18. Related Words, WNPA .22* .32 .03
19. Topics, WNPA .18 .07 -.12
20. Consequences, Score 1 .24* .10 .01
21- Consequences, Score 2 .01 ....32 -.;4
22. Consequences, Score 3 .26* .13 .02
23· Consequences, Score 4 .26* .11 .07
24. Consequences, Score 5 .07 -.10 -.11
*A validity coefficient as great as this would occur by chance less than once
in a hundred times when the true correlation was zero, for the N indicated at the
head of the column.
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TABLE 3
Mean Scores of Academic Drop-outs from 1948 Group,
Mean Scores for Total Group, and Biserial Correlations
Between Scores and Criterion of Continuation in School
Total Group Continuing Academic Biserial
Test N = 145 Group Mean Drop-Outs CorrelationMean
Mean S.D. N = 133 N = 12
1. Adv. Mathematics 21.1 9'.8 22.2 8.8 .67*
2. Physics SA 32.8 7.7 3:3.6 24.0 .62*
3· GEE Engineering 35.6 14.8 36.6 25.2 .38*
4. Verbal Antonyms 55.1 13.0 55.6 49.4 .24
5. Reading Compo 18.0 5.5 18.2 16.1 .19
6. .Math. Aptitude 27.9 4.7 28 .. 3 22.8 .59*
7. Intermediate Math. 16.8 4.1 17.2 11.6 .68*
8. Multiple Variates 9.6 5.6 9.7 8.8 .09
9. Picture Equations 8.8 3.0 9.0 7·0 ·33
10. Spatial Relations I 45.6 8.0 45.8 44.1 .10
11. Spatial Relations II 18.7 6.4 18.9 17.2 .13
12. Mechanical Movements 20.0 4.4 20.2 17.9 .26
13. Figure Class. 16.7 3.2 16.8 15.5 .20
14. Figure Matrices 12.8 2.0 12.8 12.6 .07
15. Syllogisms 11.7 3.9 11.8 10.7 .14
16. Gottscha1dt Figures 10.5 3.4 10.5 9.7 .12
17. Prod. of Ideas 19.2 6.8 19.2 19.4 -.02
18. Related Words 53.4 10.2 53·9 48.2 .28
19. Topics 18.0 5.3 18.1 16.5 .15
20. Consequences I 43.8 15.1 44.4 37.9 .21
21. Consequences II 3.8 1.8 3.8 3·9 -.03
22. Consequences III 40.1 14.5 40.7 34.0 .23
23· Consequences IV 22.0 3.4 22.2 20.2 .28
24. Consequences V 10.6 2.2 10.6 10.0 .14
*A biserial correlation as high as this would occur by chance less than
once in a hundred times when the true correlation was zero.
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TABLE 4
Intercorrelations of Seven Tests Given in 1949
for Group Completing Second Year at Postgraduate School
N = 102
1 2 3 4 .5 6 7
1. Physics XNPA1 ,73 .36 .72 .4~. .39 .69
2. Meche.nics XNPA3 .73 .56 .68 ·50 .60 .53
3· Advanced Mathematics XNPA5 .36 .56 .42 .34 .49 .27
4. Engineering XNPA7 .72 .68 .42 .i.o.. .29 .48 .57
5. Reading Comprehension WNPF .44 ,50 .34 .29, .45 .21
6. Mathematics Aptitude WNP.F .39 .60 .49 .48 .45 .32
7· Physics WNPF .69 ·53 .27 ·57 .21 .32
No. of Items 80 74 60 62 30 30 30
Test Mean 51.1 39.2 25.7 27.0 20.9 19.4 17.9
Test S.D. 11.4 8.8 6.9 6.6 4.7 4.1 6.5
